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Father Beezer
Announces New
Building Plans

HOUSE WARMINGS Next Week Set ForDrama Guild Production;
Theme for Annual TO FILL WEEKEND "RoyalFamily" Promises To Be Fine Entertainment

Spanish Fiesta

The women students residence,
Be
the Bordeaux,at 17th and
Edna Ferber
East Union, was rapidly acquiring
Cast
Portrayed
By
Ably
Before one of the largest stuso many names that the residents
at
Monday evening to
dent body meetings ever held
"Buenas Dias mes amigos! Va met in council
Seattle College, Father Beezer
consider the question of an official
why
And
if
not,
When George S. Kaufman and
made an announcement that every- ustedes al Fiesta?
name. At the same time the womFerber collaborated on "The
Friday,
the
not?
It's
Feb.
7.
House"
Edna
waiting
|
for
one has been
en residents at "The White
Aegis
Royal Family," even they, forenew building is to be completed. Soon all Seattle College seniors were engaged in discussing the The circulationdrive of the
sighted though they be, could not
The necessary financial arrange-1 will start polishing up on their same problem. Both houses also is now on its way, and John Deig- 1
stuby
eight
other
coming
nan,
possibly
assisted
have foreseen the success
whereby
officers
for
the
ments have been made
chose their
method by
that their play was to have. The
the second half of the building can best gay caballero manners and year. At the former Bordeaux, dents, has prepared a quickly
and
and charm that prewit,
be erected. The building when brushing up on their smoothest Nora Brown was elected president, which the drive will be
Released from the Presi- vail sparkle,
throughout the entire play
completed will be 220 feet long Spanish phrases, because this year Betty Ann McKanna, vice presi- efficiently carried out. The entire
student body has been dividedinto
Office is the official made it one of the best-loved by
and 60 feet wide.
the Associated Senoritas of S. C. dent, Nena Moran, secretary-treas- groups of fifty, each member of dent's
social
chairurer,
Standish,
Nan
that the theatre-going people the world
building
announcement
of
the
The construction
are presenting a gay and sparkling man, and Helen Cockrill, standards the circulation committee having
And once again, audiences
that
has struck a "bottleneck" in
Hos- over.enjoy
Spanish Fiesta for their annual chairman.
the duty of contacting one group. nurses at St. Joseph's
this take-off of the
will
there will be a slight delay due Turnabout time.
By this plan, confusion and dupli- pital in Tacoma have added Barrymore family, "The Royal
the
national
defense
their
first
social
event
fact
that
For
to the
Margaret Scheubert, girls have planned an informal cation in the sale of the yearbook the sum of $100 to the fund Family" when the Seattle College
orders have put a strain on the Senorita
of the fiesta, en- house warming to be held Satur- will be eliminated.
Drama Guild presents this play
general
chairman
steel industry and the contractors
for the new building.
promises a dance day from 8 to 11 o'clock.
The price of the annual is $2;
under the direction of Miss Lucille
are unable to obtain the steel win- thusiastically
and will be assisted
to be paid now, while
The money was raised Fuller, next Thursday and Friday
dow sashing necessary to continue "magnifico"
A cordial invitation is extended one dollar is be paid when the Aefollowing committees: pubby
the
the
other
will
of
the
rapid
progress
during
the Christmas holi- evenings.
with the
Seattle College students to
licity, Ida Ganzini; programs, B. to all
gis is received in May. The cirbuilding.
attend
this
affair.
by
means of card parThe place will be Providence
J. Dunham; decorations Bettie
culation drive will close on the days
and the time January
Auditorium,
House"
residents
The
"White
Pledges
Rumhera; tickets, Betty Germer.
Students Reminded of
ties.
last day of January.
president;
Evand
24.
A full house is exPeggy
Wiley,
23
The orchestra, although not yet chose
Members of the graduatingclass,
Fr.Corkery wishes to ex- pected both nights, as advance
Father Beezer also stated that definitely named, will provide "el elyn McK.ee, standards chairman;
officers
body and class
press his gratitude to them notices have rated it one of the
$188 had been collected from the maiz'' in solid quantities with lots Jeanne Beaudoin, secretary-treas- and student
pictures taken by
student drive, and that there were of rhumbas and tangos included. urer; and Dorothy Phillips, direc- must have their Nursing students, for their interest in our new best plays ever to be given by
Friday, Jan. 24.
many pledges still outstanding.
the College.
Tickets will be on sale at the end tor of social activities.
who
are members of the Senior building and for their unbeen
iscouple,
so
invitations
have
acting
$1.25
per
chairman
at
Formal
to
see
DeFelice,
January
urged
of
Abner
class, are especially
selfish initiative. May they
Entrances Unique
of the Advisory Board anounced all hombres had better start work- sued for an open house to be held about their pictures before this
example
1802
for
coming!
evening
house,
at the
Friday
that a budget of $1500 had been ing. Caliente Mache
final date. Pictures are to be tak- be a brilliant
The play is noted for the numbei
17th avenue. Miss Wiley has ap- en at the Ochi Studio at 522 North us all!
spectacular entrances. Every
set for the Aegis. In this respect,
of
pointed the following to serve on Broadway. No appointment is neFather made it plain that there
entrance
is vivid and striking,
Debaters, Notice
the various committees: Invita- cessary in the afternoon.For those
wouldbe only as many books printJulie's (Lucy Savage) enterfrom
Phillips
Betty
and
tions, Dorothy
ed as were ordered, and that to
who wish to go in the morning, an
ing to the accompaniament of soft
There will be a brief but im- Connell; refreshments, Gerry Gill- appointment may be arranged by
make up the deficit fromlast year,
music and dull lights to Tony's
Harris;
a minimum of 500 yearbooks must portant meeting of all inter- espie and PaulineBeaudoin,entercalling Bast 1170. Each student
(Phil Austin) dashing madly onto
Martainment, Jeanne
cents by the
be sold.
the scene with the startling incollegiate debators. Tomor- garet Kremel, and Mary Frances will be charged 25
studio.
formation
that he has just begun
Family"
Coming
"Royal
row, Friday, at 12:10 noon in Schlosser. Evelyn McKee heads
a world revolution.
committee.
the decorations
Bill Berridge asked the student Room <>.
continuing every
The house is one of the recently
"If a large attendance is any Rehearsals are
body to support the play "The Royinterested
in inter- acquired
All
those
for
Seresidence
houses
excellent
results are
night,
and
future,
Forum
the
indication of the
al Family,, which is to be held collegiate debate must attend. attle College girls.
being achieved, despite the clatter
promising
another
is
assured
of
23
and
24.
Jan.
nails, shouts of
and very successful year. The un- of hammers and
The Gavel Club presented a
and soft
arrangers,
scenery
the
shown
usual amount of interest
clever skit portraying a court room
folds of drapery that will envelope
the
futindication
of
was
further
strangle their imdrama. Jack Robinson was suure achievements of the Forum," the stars and
perb in the role of a drunkard.
Everyone in Seattle College says Mr Weimer, moderatorof the portant speeches.
knows that we have one of the fin- Forum.
Misses Juanita Brown and RoseThe authors have worked in a
mary Bishoff rendered a very difest Science Colleges in the country. At the meeting Tuesday evening new twist in the romantic angle,
not
do
What most of the students
ficult piano duet.
it was disclosed by President John and Barbara Cordes and Guy Trotknow is that one of the best Music Deignan that in addition to the ter, at least, think that it's a
The new pledges of the I. X's
The following students have paid in full the pledges made Depts. in the country is also right regular Forum activities of public pretty good angle.
were introduced by Duke, Bud
in S. C.
promspokesman
Bader, and their
speaking, oratory, and debate, However, they don't share all
by them at the last student body meeting of the Winter here
There are several branches of plans are under way to engage a the romantic scenes.
ised to be of service to the school.
musician
Quarter. While it is a good start, it represents only a small music the toprospective
speaker, recently arrived
This guest
curricula.
add
his
Climax is Startling
might
it,
You
Paid?
Europe. This lecturer
Have
here
from
portion of the Student Body. How about
quarter there is a special course will speak on a topic of increasing
The climax of the play comes
in Music Appreciation. This study international importance.
at
symphonies,
the—very end when Fannie Cavwith
principally
deals
Clare Kashmark
Larry AJbright
Mr. Weimer in his address endish but that's the time when
covering every phase of music
Joanne Larson
stressed the advantages of a Jesuit everyone will be sitting on the
Louise Arnone
from Pre-Classicism to Jazz and
education in connection with the edge of their chairs waiting for
\V. McFarland
to
Gershwin.
from Handel
Mike Alfieri
four walls of a student's founda- the ending. The ending is most
Catherine Mayer
The courses in Harmony have tion: the spiritual, mental, physi- surprising,
and will leave you
Walter
Aklin
The
popular.
proved
very
also
By
Loretta McDonald
cal
and
moral.
gasping
for
breath. The action
Music
first course to be taken is
Bud Bader
; during the whole of the play is
Mary C. McHale
BETTIE KUMHERA
Fundamentals and Harmony. Sec- Fritz Vershueren gave a report
Tom Baillageon
Enunett McKillop
ondly, three periods of Harmony in which he disclosed that plansi fast, furious, and funny, but at
point the mood changes and
I a week is the recommended are practically completed for thei this
Ignatia McNeice
Ruth Brand
the tempo quickens to an even
study. Then the student becomes next bowling party.
# Officially and technically
Marche Mackley
Bill Brennan
"Some twenty or more members faster gait.
speaking, the Aegis circulation
an advanced harmonist in Harmony
Mongrain
Friday;
butpracRay
startedlast
and
V.
of
the Forum will testify to thei Plan now to attend, and spend
111,
IV,
Tony
drive
Buhr
success
of the last party," said Mr. one of the most enjoyable evetically speaking (man to man you
Muspopular
type
Nelson
of
Don
The
most
Lloyd
Butler
"and this one will be'i nings of your life, living, in spirit,
know) it really started yesterday.
Vershueren,
Club.
This
to
be
the
Glee
ic seems
Betty Odom
Alphonse Benson
The fact that the circulation
is a great deal ot bigger and better than the last." the lives of the Cavendish family.
there
quarter
John Painter
staff had no neat little receipt
Lorna Carlson
talent in the Glee Club and the
books till Wednesday might have
Parent
director, Walter Aklin, has guarBob
Pat
Chambers
been partly the reason for this
anteed a successful series of pubJim Pettinger
Lorraine Cobb
lull before the storm. In fact, if
appearances for this group.
lic
Al Plachta
Ethel Cunningham
you were to pin us down to the
Last Monday recordings were made
Margaret Rauth
bare essentials we would no doubt
John Daly
in room 32 and the chorus memadmit that this is the sole pribers themselves were rather surJohnRead
Felice
Abner De
mary excuse. But now all is in
prised to hear how good they were.
Charles Reed
Fred Diebl
readiness and things will rush on,
The two groups who do a great
Richards
pell mell.
Farrell
Barbara
Bee
deal
of outside contact work, and
Yesterday, Ichanced to pause in my mad dash along
Public recognition (such as it is)
help
greatly to publicize the ColFrancis
Rohr
Fuchs
Ida
These
to
two
S.
C.ers.
go
Broadway
must
from the K. C. Hall pause and then stop. 1,
lege's Music Department, are the
Kent Russell
Bernice Gaffney
two students forged ahead the first
and
the
Male
Quartet.
Trio
Girls'
too, had heard how the new Seattle College building would
Marilyn Savage
part of this week, paid their dolLoreto Ganzales
Both organizations have proved
themthus
endeared
down
and
year.
lars
cut off all the scenery from 12th to 18th avenue— how only
very successful so far this
Mary Ann Schneider
Sherlee
Hansen
ye
of
in
the
heart
selves forever
Everyone who is interested in the spires of Providence Hospital
Margie Staples
Larry Hoeschen
and the Immaculate ConAegis editor.
should try to have 11:00
music
join
Edith
Strouss
the
The first to put her dollar down
V.
M.
Jensen
and
open
ception
period
Church would rise above the towers of this building.
o'clock
in
was Martha Glowania; second
Mary A.Sullivan
S. C. College Glee Club and gain But it hadn't impressed
John
Katona
Voiland.
was
Gene
me. It was just one of those things.
the tournament
a firm footing in music and obtain
Ed Schweitzer
Bill Kelly
or
But don't worry,dear public. There
a
minor
background
Now,
for
good
a
in my brief pause, Inoticed that those things were
are still a few copies left. Have
Jean Kennard
Gene Voiland
—
major in music. Credit is given in
the
man
they hadn't been spoken just for speech's sake.
when
ready
dollar
true
you
your
this course and I feel sure
Mark Knowlton
Tom Ward
comes around.
your time welt spent.
The
first
unit of the building is
will
consider
Kathleen Wallace
Charles Kruse
.only 15 more AeRemember
well on its way toward completion make the exterior as beautiful as
gis shopping days till Jan. 31.
bhe roof has already been placed the plans. They, too, are, anxious
The Junior class will sponsor a
above the third floor. During the to see the building completed
Activities Board
dance on the same night that the
Christmas holidays, official com- this building which will bring a,
drive ends, Jan. 31. However, there
munication was received from the new type of architecture to the
Play—
23
and
24:
January
is absolutely no connection. Since
cast that the second unit of the city of Seattle. They an well as
"Royal Family" of Broadbuilding could be begun. Already we, can picture in the mind's eye
it will take place but a week besugsomeone
Turnabout,
fore the
workmen have laid the foundation, the striking contrust between the
way.
i
Off to a flying start in the new
gested (yes, it was a man) that it year
important meeting of and built the base-work for this green lawn, Buff Indian* limestone
very
A
with a mixer that was both January 81: Junior Class Mixbe named "Turnabout hint." Now
the Inter-Collegiate Debate Squad j unit, and the ringing of hammers finish of the building, and th&
hope a social and financial success, the
er.
that we have mentioned it we
will he held tomorrow, January 17,; ami .shouts of workmen are all that glints of silver and gold as caught
looking forward to
that you will forget it. Not the Gavel Club is
12:10 in Room fi of the College! in neede to convince us that the by the towering spires from the
:it
7:
Tolo.
prosperous
year.
February
suga
dance (gosh no!) just the
reality of completion is crt*>ping setting sum.
building
Under the chairmanship of Ruth February 22: Winter Inforgested theme.
will
nearer and nearer.
Mr.
disVolpe
At that time
And so, with each nail driven, a
can take Brock and Ted Mitchell, assisted
0 Athletic intellectuals
—
for
the
as I view the scene from | greater Seattle College rises, imcomplete
plans
Today,
mal.
close
the
members,
Night
horses,
of by all club
the
their choice: Riding
season, giving the schedule the south, the picture is rather perceptibly, to the tower which
course, bowling, skiing, hiking are Court theme was enthusiastically March 4: Senior Class Skat- Coming
and anticipatedidreary. Puddles of water and mud will stand as a guiding beacon Co
of
tournaments
attending.
note:
(Ed's
approved
by
many
now.
the
organized
stably
ing Party.
squad. All who are seem to have the upper hand. But j thi> futunj citizens of the city,
of
the
travels
speeches
but
on
pun
there
Extemporaneous
—
There is a possible
interested in joining the Debate no the one o'clock whistle has state, natuuy.^l world. And you,
subjects selected by Joseph McI'll let it go.)
at
present
blown, and the men are re- an<l you, 4nd you, and Iwill pause
j
should
be
College
just
Bquad
solved:
That
Seattle
asked
»r«
to
There will be a low rate on rid- Murray, club president, were the
inter-collegiate athletics. De- the meeting.
turning to their positions. Onco more frequeQtJy each day to view
have
meeting
an
even
the
first
of
program for
ing and ski transport and
Sunday meetings of again liveliness is in evidence. \ this rising structure until we .stand
—
rangements for bowlers. Hiking, the quarter, with Jack Robinson bating the affirmative were Janet The regular
Wilson and Paul Kiely. On the the Debate Squad will be resumed HUH men are striving, with every In awe as we see it completed
speaker.
Equessure
fire.
voted
the
best
always
seems
is
it
negative were Pat Cramer and Sunday, Jan. 26, at 10 a. in., in ounce of energy, to get the frame- j the ajjwej t* our many pr;iy«r*
trians see Betty Ann McKanna. The subject debated on the sec- Stan Conroy.
work up, to finish the interior, to and high hopes.
Rethe College library.
year
of
the
was
Page
4.)
meeting
ond
(Continued on

A.W.S. Turnabout

formerly

—

Deignan Begins
Drive For Aegis

Novel Will

Student

FROM THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

FORUM PROMISES
SUCCESSFUL YEAR

J

Student Pledge Drive Has
Results: Sixty Paid In Full

Trio & Quartet
ProvePopular

CANDID

OMMENT

.
.

Ah, What Happened To The View?

S.C. Beautiful Blots Out Slums
—

..

Gavel Club Initial
Mixer Huge Success

—

—

Debate Meeting
To Be Held

'

■
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Listen As He Tells Story Of

'The Friendship and The Lady'

Reviews & Previews
By Ted Mitchell

He Had to Call Her On Phone;

This Theme-Writing Romeo

808 LA LANNE
To the stage of the Metropolitan
By JOE EBERHARTER
Theatre on Feb. 6 will come a play
Come with me if you will, into this lonely tavern, come with me which will tell of the now ancient
This being an expose' on the study habits of an average College
into the heart, into the soul of a man as he tells a tale
strugle of little Finland against
student,
the laboratory for the experiment is the usual study place
"Two beers, waiter forget it, Bill, there are my treat. Well, Bill,
Russia. The play was written
—
student,
Sherwood,
of
said
i. c., in front of the living room radio.
author
I was going to tell you about those two kids and a strange tale it is
when Robert E.
Illinois,"
lisof
"Abe
Lincoln
in
students,
all
the subject of this engrossing research has postKelly
way
It was like a story book the
those two met. Ican see them
Like
By Bill
now she with that angelic smile, a once in a lifetime girl, and he tening to a Christmas broadcast
Sunday evening, and now faces the alternative
all
action
to
poned
from the Finnish front, was moved NOTE: The opinions of Mr. Kelly
just an ordinary guy who ran into heaven when he met her.
of
ardently
higher learning or of listening to the aforemenpursuing
beyond mere sympathy.
do not necessarily express the
Tony and Ihad knocked around together ever since college days and
staff.
Night"
Spectator
"There Shall Be No
was views of the
tioned radio.
we had seen about everything two fellows could see in this world in
the result. Mr. Sherwoodinvented Love is a universal problem and
The Experiment Begins
four exciting years. Sure, he had fell for a few girls, but Tony for his purpose a Finnish family not much can be done about it. The
Yeah, just about the time he would living' in Helsinki. The head of same can be said of the problem
Since, in our experiment, we are using the typical student, we find
had the soul of a traveler
be getting serious over some exotic creature I would pack up my the house, Dr. Valkonen, is a dis- of propaganda which presentsitself that, as is typical with the typical student, our subject tries to comsuitcase and paint glowing word pictures of some far off place tinguished neurologist and Nobel today. What is propaganda? How promise, dividing his attention between that of twirlng knobs and
and every time, Tony cussed a little, fretted a little, but always for- prize winner. He as an American can it be detected? Is it malicious?
wife, a son of twenty, and a piano- If so, how can it be eradicated? chewing pencils.
got the girl and came along with me.
playing Uncle Waldemar. Into Any man who could answer these
—
Gripping his pencil firmly in his chubby little fist, the erstwhile
Will you have another glass of beer? fine two more, waiter.
this civilized home crashes a war questions wouldbe a genius. Any
furrows his brow, cocks one ear at the blaring "raddio" (BMI
Well, it was a different story in Chicago though; you see an old
of aggression, a war based on a man who attempts to answer them scholar
giving
to
a
he
was
at
the
Vance
Club
party
Well,
goes.
friend of mine invited us
tunes, of course) and begins to scribble furiously. Suddenly all action
scheme of living which derides wouldbe an idiot.
* * here
and neither Tony nor Icould pass up a prospective good time like everything the word democracy
ceases, for lo and behold> the orchestra, desperate for tunes, begins to
Strictly speaking, propaganda is
that
We hadn't been there five minutes before Tony got that means.
swing the wedding march. Grinning, the subject of the experiment
with
familiar old look of his that meant he had found another girl. I Karlo Valkonen (Alfred Lunt) is the dissemination of ideas
of
establishpurpose
deliberate
turns to the family, makes a pseudo-smart crack, and turns back to
opposed
to
war.
the
strongly
glanced at him again, however, and discovered that somehow this a scientist
— maybe, Ithought, this spelled trouble. But when war cornea on the terms ing a set of principles and the the
task of batting off a theme for Padre Nichols.
time
he
seemed
different
— And sure enough; "Lee," he stammered, "she's she's well it does. Dr. Valkonen abandons his consequence of attacking a cause
of
principles
—
cr destroying the
Curses, an interruption
just look at her standing over by the orchestra I've got to meet her, pacifism, turns down a chance to
leave Finland and goes, like his another. But in political speeches Having copied one whole page verbatum from the encyclopedia Britand
patriot son, to be killed. His wife and international news items, where
knew (Lynn Fontanne) stays also, pre- may we draw the line between pro- tanica, the student is cast upon his own, and diverging from his task,
Tony walked to where she was standing and the next thing I
they were in each others arms, dancing to some soft melody.
pared to defend her home, but she paganda that is vicious and the recalls that there remains a niece of pie from dinner. While taking
—
compels her daughter-in-law, who broadcasts of information which is care of this weighty matter, he hears the change of station, and the
anything
again
see
like
that
no
me,
Bill,
you'll
Believe
never
expecting a child to flee to Am- useful and pertinent. If Idisa- jello voice of Jack Benny. Cramming the sad remainder of pie into
is
author could dream up the look those two had on their faces. Oh,
gree with your beliefs, and you
erica.
forgets all mundane matters such as history, in
there was no doubt about it, Tony was in six kinds of heaven, he
with mine, and we each try to con- his face, the student
The play burns with passion. vince
other, then we are both following the program of said Benny.
never let the girl out of his sight for the rest of the evening.
the
Avoiding the theatricalisms andthe
Excuse me, Bill, for doing all the talking, but there are just some obvious "big scenes" which the lu- propagandists. Perhaps the most
What, again?
Thanks, old
violent misuse of the term today
things a man has got to get off his chest all at once
rid qualities of the situation sug- in the U. S. is its application to
man, have another beer?
At the end of the program, the young scholar again turns to his
gest, the author has not only painone who speaks against the foreign
Well, after that first night Tony was a changed guy; he went ted Finland's "passion" but has policy of the Roosevelt administra- tasks, but, finding the evening far gone, bestires himself to phone the
everywhere with Kay and the only time Isaw them was at an occa- made its world-wide implications tion. An outrageous cartoon recent- little maid, spending much ado about nothing.
Following this, the subject finds himself mentally exhausted, so
she was a quiet little thing, clear.
sional luncheon, or a cocktail party
ly showed Senator Wheeler of
of
stroking
tiger
sat
and
looked
the
much
so in fact, that after listening to Sherlock Holmes, he tumbles
listened,
just
pretty
there
Bill, just sat there and
Montana
SWING SESSION
all she had to do was
Nazism. A propagandist and an off to bed, and cannot understand, as typical^ students often do, that
a girl like her didn't have to say anything
The final results of the poll tak- appeaser were the names oppon- he has not whipped out a masterpiece that would astound the most
look at you.
by "Downbeat" as to the top ents called him. Colonel Lindbergh edified of History students.
en
Things were getting a little deep between them, Bill, so Ipulled
bands of 1940 are out. Top swing suffered the same opprobrium So; fellow scientist, we end this expose', and come to the conclusion
to
to
get
Tony
sail crew was still that of Benny Goodthe old suitcase out of the storeroom and tried
when when he dared to compare
for Miami with me, but this time it was like trying to talk to a pic- man, with the Duke second. Sweet the industriousness of Germany to that we have not come to any conclusion.
he only stared into space and sighed. You see band of the year was Glenn Miller, the slothfulness of America in proture on the wall
to
nothing
there was
do but make arrangements to sail alone, but on number 2 last year, with T. Dor- duction of war materials. Later he
the very morning that I planned to leave, Tony burst into the room sey running just behind. The Ail- was proved correct.
" ♥
♥
picked from
with a cloud of words trying to tell me that something had gone American Swing Band
(not leaders) of the
Propaganda is a simple word
wrong out on his dad's ranch. It meant that he would be gone for the sidemen
things with a evil connotation. It is easy
was
one
of
those
country
Kay.
a month and he wanted me to take care of
which exist only in popularity to cast invective at a political opWell, a pal is a pal, Ithought, so Iagreed to be her guardian angel polls
or heaven. Imagine a trum- ponent by calling him a propagan"Cheating," said Tony emphati- Here's one of the lab's favorite
till he returned.
pet section consisting of Ziggy El- dist. By doing the same, one lacally,
"any kind of cheating, but daughters.
Fuji's protege, nurWhen Tony came back the next month Iwas nearly crazy
for
propagandist
man, Muggsy Spanier and Cootie bels himself as «
he Williams, backed by Jack Jenny disseminating ideas against anoth- especially the kind that runs so tured by Doctor Werby, Father
Ididn't know how or what to tell him, but, Bill, Inever had to
school, gets my
must have guessed when we met him at the airport.
and Jay Higginbotham on trom- er's cause or principles. But also, rampant in every
Beezer and Doctor Minkove, she's
Young
Mr. Buhr's
up!"
dander
on
dresser
non-thinker.
enough
my
only
a note
solid brass one labels himself asa
bones. That's
The next morning he was gone, leaving
lovely up and coming laboratory
a
j
swept
gaze
his
audichallenging
wrote,
to save England. The rest of this By attacking a man as a propaI'll never forget what it said "I know all about it, Lee," he
on
his
one
and
technician.
A merry, brown-eyed
group are: tfohnny Hodges, gandist, and not attacking his prin- ence for comments
"If Ican't have Kay then there is no one in the world who deserves dreamMondello,
Assuring himself native of Spokane, she plays the
only
pet
peeve.
Miller,
Eddie
Tex
that
one
cannot
Toots
cipls, one shows
her more than you. Good luck, congratulations, and give my love Beneke, and Irving "Fazola," reeds,
his words were being noted violin M an avocation, bowls for
think well enough himself to lQgic- thatposterity,
to her.'
for
he added."Just wait fun. Classics are her choice in
principles
Charof
the
Bauduc,
Haggart,
Bob
attack
the
Ray
ally
Well, Bill, it's been fifteen years since then, and Inever saw Tony lie Christian and Jess Stacy for other. He uses a coined word, one until Icatch one of my class in one |music with Isler Solomon's All
That woman rhythm; Bing Crosby and Helen which turns the public to him and of those black acts
I'll show j Girl Symphonic Orchestra rating
Iwish he had got Kay
again, but by Ceasar!
O'Connell, vocalists and Fletcher against his enemy. Today, the ma- 'em!! And charming six foot ! highest. However, Jimmy Dorsey
turned me into the world's champion henpecked husband
Henderson, arranger.
jority in the U. S. the for Roose- Tony will, if we know him as well is to be tolerated when the feet
Two more beers, waiter
as we think we do!
begin to tap to his scintillating
Glenn Miller, after three previ- velt and Britain. Proponents of the
If the At twenty-two, this pleasant Ta- rhythms. Her pet peeve is parpropagandists.
minority
are
twofinally
got
his
attempts,
ous
sided, six-minute jumip version of opposite were true, the adherents coma chap aspires to be an Eng- snips. .in no particular dish.
parsnips. Although a
of Britain, then in the minority, lish instructor at any good college. just
the "Anvil Chorus" on record.
interesting hobbies, Tony col- heavy head of long, light-brown
The king returns to wax with would be labeled propagandists. For ashtrays,
lects
and old coins, one hair frequently annoys her, friends
Cootie Williams on trumpet. Good- Silly, isn't it? * *
which,
of
an
Indian
head penny, discourage a cutting. And boys
"Royal
Garden
man ha3made the
cooking is her crowning acboasting
years' exword
which
over
a
hundred
Propaganda
is
a
which inThat original touch, the Rogue's Gallery, certainly added atmosphere Blues" with his sextet
aside for a few istence, is valued at one hundred complishment! "I love to expericast
should
be
"Royal
Garcludes
Count
Basic.
to the Gaval Mixer. Where we dreaming or did they really look
ment with new recipes," she exmilkbottles.
sure is something. What ter- years. In its place one should dollars. And
that way?
Have not noticed Donna Green's third finger, left den" groove the group hits on the apply pure thinking. Rather than "Milkbottles! Why Tony!" To plained, "but Ialways end up by
rific
distributing amused smiles, he indignantly pro- baking a pie
nice, rich, juicy
that the Bordeaujb
Several Otisites, hearingit rumored
hand item?
—
—
last two choruses! Williams' trum- asking whether one is
why no two cities apple pies." For further, interviewserved
Saturday evening "at home" would see food beautiful food
pet is magnificent; the rhythm propaganda, it should be: is Sen- tested, "Sure
a ing, drop into the bookstore where
to all, beat a pathway to the door. No cookies and coffee were not section jumps out of the studio ator Smith giving us a true insight or even two companies within
just
out
two
she may be found certain hours
telling
truth;
city,
put
the
milkbottles
affairs;
is
he
Virginia
Marinoff into the hall. "Wholly Cats," the into
what they visioned but that's what they got
Or, alike. You should see the one Iduring the day. Have you met
his
conclusions
correct.
good,
are
Johnny
Deignan
weaker
but
still
gathering.
side,
She
and
other
is
didn't attend "the Chateau's
is he picked up in
." Well, we didn't Lenore DeVoe? If you haven't,
Chuck Thorington's change from a con- although Basic's piano doesn't fit how about AmbassadorJones:
preferred doing the town
she's one grand girl! !!
realize, but it is a fact!
to
foreign
agents
being
paid
by
servative to a pink took place Christmas. It was a slip on his part well.
say this and that; what are his
Tommy Buhr wants
in fact you might say it was a "pink slip"
reasons; is he sincere; can we beto know why they call Margaret Kremmel "Red." Well, why do they?
lieve him after examination of
, What does Rita Geis mean by imagination? She won't even
facts.
*
♥ *
Our beloved Feature Ed. rushed from the office
tell the teacher
First, we must examine the auupon hearing a voice yell from the Hall, "You're wanted on the phone.
predicted the fall
It's urgent, she says." Five minutes later gives something about a If the cast is kept interested the thor. If Hitler
London by March, well, there
of
Going
by
three
success.
only
that
he
knew
will
be
a
Blanchette,
play
rat
and
the
fact
alarm,
"
false
that
personalities. But, it casts no new
"AFTER THOUGHTS
could be doubt in our minds of his
If Bill Herman likes war this old rule Miss Lucile Fuller, veracity.
girls anyway. All very mysterious
But if Churchill definitepatterns of shadow or light on the
paint he'd better join a reservation.
director of "The Royal Family" ly stated that his capital would Ever so often we have to take Nazi regime. It offers no new
has endeavored at all times to have soon be in the hands of the enemy, time out and give our minds a challenge to the world. It disthere would be every reason for work-over. We have to restack coversno universal prescription for
the cast enjoy themselves.
THE
him. The credentials of tumbled ideas, sweep out broken escape.
believing
She took part of the cast to the
author, his tendancies political- and unused thoughts, polish tar- The Symphonettes hummed and
Official publication of the Associated Students of Seattle College.
the
Repertory one night. And has ly, his past records, his possible nished impressions to new bright- sang their way right into my likFounded December, 1932. Published Friday during the scholastic
Seattle,
promised
to take the others later. employment as a propagandist,the ness and follow up half-ideas. Iing last Sunday afternoon. Three
year. Business Address: Broadway and East Marion Street,
feels in a particular- censorship of the documentby alien have just given my mind one of silvery-voiced girls, lilting arIf
the
cast
Advertising
per
Quarter.
Washington. Subscription Rate: 50 cents
ly happy moodshe dispenses with hands, all must be taken into con- these periodic check-ups.
rangements, and a smooth piano
Rates on applications.
practice for a short while, lets
(Continued on Page 4.)
Icompleted my half-ideas as to accompaniment built the program
EDITORIAL STAFF
them get it out of their system and
where the young soldiers, fellow into 15 minutes of solid enjoyment.
Editor-in-Chief starts again.
fighters and loyal friends, went Listen to them on Sunday afterGregor MacGregor _......
News Editor
from the end of the picture, "San- noons.
Probably one of the funniest inMary Williams
practice is one
Editor
at
Feature
to
occur
ta
Fe Trail." Jeb Stewart, played Amateur makes good! Three
cidents
BobLaLanne
Austin.
Mr.
by
Phil
Errol Flynn, and James Lon- years ago a young man appeared
Editor
which
concerned
Sports
Bill Berridge
down to the corner
street became famous Confederate on Major Bowes' hour and sang
Austin
drove
Doherty,
B.
DeFelice,
Mary
NEWS STAFF— Dick Bammert, Abner
re- The editor is going nuts
generals. Philip Sheridan and himself into a "thank you for tryMcHale, Bill to buy a candy bar and didn't he
And we are going with him
J. Dunham, Bill Hermann, Tom McCann, Catherine
His answer to the
George Custer fought as brilliant ing, but
turn. It later developed that
Deadline was two hours ago
generals for tihe Union. Stuart gong was three years of earnest
Moffat, Mary Ellen Nachtsheim, Louie Smythe, Rosemary Weil, Mary took a corner very recklessly and
rhythm.
And we all curse in
and Sheridan met death in the Civ- and deliberate study. Two weeks
Masenga, Betty Weil, Betty Germer, Juanita Brown, Lois Ruddy, was seen by two policemen. What
il
War. Longstreet became a suc- ago he returned to the Amateur
grace
copy
the
box
Betty Joe Sullivan, Rodney Burgh, Bernice Gaffney, Mary Hughes. was funniest of the whole incident
No atones
started
take
him
cessful
business man. Custer died Show and sang a selection from
they
to
was
that
lazy
Reporters all are
FEATURES— BiII Kelly, Betty Kunhera, Ted Mitchell, Mary Ellen
drunken driver. Needless to "Give me a dozen aspirin, please, fighting Indians in the West.
"The Barber of Seville." He was
for
a
Katherine
McGuire,
Francis
Brock,
Beyer, Margaret Scheubert, Ruth
say Phil argued vehemently. FinIvan Dmitri, natural color photog- excellent. Now he will soaron the
going crazy."
I
think
I'm
Mayer.
ally he argued his way out of the
rapher, described the Duchess of wings of well-earned success.
Bob Demp- jam, (after being made to walk a And then a likely looking fool
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
Windsor as, "She has that nowSPORTS— BiII Berridge, Jack Beasley, Doc Schweitzer,
replied,
you-see-it-now-you-don't sort .of the most successful ad well-loved
Jack Terhar, Al Burke. Ray Sneeringer. Murphy. straight line) and returned more When questioned just
sey, Joe English,
—
"There's no story on the game. beauty which, to my mind, is far romantic team on Broadway today,
the worse for wear.
TYPISTS Muriel Carlson, Lucy Savage, Ida Ganzini, Pat
The coach and captain died."
many
BUSINESS STAFF
remind
more interesting than the take-it- are really down-to-earth people
Which willprobably
Manag.r
veriety. It is when just like us. Lunt likes to dig
Business
of the time Bill Miller went out
Ted Blanchette
And then we picked him up again "ll-in-at-once
reshe
is
animated
that she is most in the garden and putter around
Manager
during
Circulation
dress
to
mail
a
letter
And agreed to let him be,
Marjorie Staples
appealing."
thought
Take
It
I
it was some- in the kitchen as long as he doesn't
"You
Can't
hearsal of
For he is well protected by
■IPUIINTID POM NATIONAL AOVIBTIaUM »T
have to wash his dishes after him.
by
thing
cue
like
that
all
the
time
With You" and missed his
The Humane Society.
SerVice,Inc.
National Advertising
Escape, Ethel Vance's novel of Fontanne likes to arrange and reover
a
minute.
CttUit FmUitktn BitntntaHM N.Y.
Is arrange the furniture and just reor injustice
Nazi Justice
NIW YORK.
The ages of the cast rank from So long, goodbye, I'm going
4ZO MADISON AVL
It
is
lax. Both say they keep young by
more
than
a
novel.
nothing
"»■
tmimn—
never
more
place
To a
where
cum ■ "<>"«" UM A>aii.ii
70 years to 2 months. "Biff Falthinking young. They are in lov«
well-congripping,
emotional,
a
lon takes the 70 year-old part I'll ever hear of newspapers,
atmosphere, with acting and even more in lot*
It
has
story.
roar.
structed
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has
the
well-known
part
old
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Chieftain Chatter Trojan Game Of

'35 Real Thriller

By Bill Berridge
No Team
Chitter Chatter
Basketball

3

ROVER BOYS
SWAMP SEADOGS

TID-BITS

Displaying a devastating scoring
punch the Rover Boys swamped a
helpless Sea Dog last Tuesday by
By Ed Schweitzer
Led by
THOUGHTS ON BASKETBALL a score of 53 to 25. quarter's
The greatest basketball game Larry McDonnell, last
Ryan
Ihave ever seen was played be- third high scorer and Tommy
high
year's
star
of
last
scoring
tween Oregon State and Southern
California in the third and last first team, both scored 20 points
game to decide the Pacific Coast to lead the Rover Boys.
There will be no college basketball team this year. This Conference championship at Cor- The Sea Dogs, considerably
by the loss of players
is the final decision. Seattle College's colors will grace no vallis, Oregon. That was really a weakened school,
who
offered little in
quit
played
game
ball
in
1935.
had
It
court this year.
everything in it that a person the way of competition. Howbasketball
at
the
of
Those most interested in the return
ever, they announced after the
would want to see.
college got together and decided that to be the best plan. Wally Palmberg played for OSC game that they plan to add a few
to their roster and should
Such die-hards as "Doc" Schweitzer, John McGarry, Bill and Lee Guttero did a bit of rust- players
be tougher competition in games
team
poor
ling
Trojans.
you
felt
that
a
for
the
If
folyours
truly
Ryan, and

"
"
"

Irish, Panthers
Pioneer Again

By Beasley

The Catholic high schools of Se-

Hockey
ODea Favored

attle, long the pioneers in one
field of sports or another, have

done it again.
Next Saturday night, Jan. 18,
the ODea and Seattle Prep basplay the first
In an attempt to revive Se- ketball teams will
games on the new
of
their
series
of
attle's interest in hockey, Civic Auditorium floor.
With good floors of their own
Beatty Stevens,hockey imprecould have played on their
they
Olympics
sario for the Seattle
reapective gym floors. But each
recently passed out a lot of gym has a limiting seating capaci"Annie Oakleys." This writer, ty. So they have gone to the augetting his hands on one of ditorium where they will have both
Hendry, Tom
suitable seating
big
low basketball you will remember|to come.
decided to see one of the aspace.floor and a
would be worse than no team at all. So at a recent meeting them as two of the greatest ball The Rover Boys, with plenty of them
had long read of the How easily the public high
year players
games. I
it was decided to abandon all hopes of a team for the
the coast has ever pro- height had little scoring punch in
exploits
of Dave Downie, Jean schools of this city could follow
the first half other than Larry Mcof 1941. These faithful few who have been fighting so hard duced.
example. For they not only
Pusie,
Donell.
But
the
addition
of
TomBaptist
Frank Daley, their
The men's gymnasium at Cor- Imy
gyms but also most of
have
small
for a team decided to abandon the fight for this year.
Ryan
and Joe Merrick should and others but Ihad never
vail is was a madhouse when we
their floors are veritable "cheese
You men ask why there is to be a reorganization of the Iarrived for the third game. For- (give the Rovers the highest scorboxes." Year after year the high
seen them.
Letterman's Club if this is true. The reason for this is clear. tunately we were acquainted with ing trio in the league.
schools face this situation andhave
The game was thoroughly done nothing about it. It remained
Beaver coach, Slats Gill, and
If we have a club and can show we are interested, then bas- the captain
the
of the team, Mose Ly- Cliff Folen, brilliant OSC center,
fast, rough, for the Catholic schools to see the
ketball may be returned in the near future. So it is for this man, and they provided us with in the middle of the floor. Ienjoyable. It was
it.
for
and remedy and correcthoped
playing,
featured
smart
requirements
the
seats.
thought for a while that Landreth
reason that all members who have met
that the
only be
It
can
with his underhand piv- was really taking a chance on his all in all, satisfied any desires other high schools will follow thier
a letter are asked to attend Friday's meeting for the election ot Guttero,
shot from the right or left of
life. It seems that Folen was anyone may have as regards example and work out a system
of officers. From there on we can concentrate on a con- the twine, was the sensation of the own
penalized for charging but Icould
whereby they can play theirgames
haphazard
of
game. He scored 12 points in 17 not see it that way nor could 4000 any type of game.
certed drive to realize our ambitions instead
year.
there
It is certainly too bad that It isnext
minutes of the first half but was partisan Beaver supporters for Fojust how bad
attempts by a few.
unbelievable
overly cautious on defense and was
was sprawled out on his back Seattle won't back this team. some of these gyms are until they
Those who are eligible for the Letterman's Club are those lost through personal fouls at the len
in the middle of the floor. Three
Most of them
(I have been seen
who played enough games in tennis or in enough quarters end of the first 17 minutes of play. Trojans had climbedhis frame and The prices are reasonable.
having running tracks encircling
have since gone and the gym which protrude over the
the floor pandemoni-Ithey gave him quite a pummeling. know. I
in basketball. The exact amount of each can be found in When he left
loose. It was his last Hupp dropped in the free throw paid my own way.) The play playing floor, thereby making a
um
broke
page.
another story on this
college game and tears coursed for Southern California and Ore#
is spectacular and Seattle is a very low roof. Most of the gyms
down his cheeks. Slats Gill cried, gon State was ahead by only 1
aren't wide enough to seat more
shook Guttero's hand and com- point. The Trojans advanced up good sports town.
CHITTER CHATTER
than a few followers downstairs,
being
greatthe
mended Guttero on
the floor but could get no closer
So it would be a shame to therefore, they must crowd around
The Ski Club plans to petition for major sport recognition est ballplayer he had ever seen. than the center line so fierce was see this sports fold in Seattle the running track and try to folJoe Merrick The OSC team escorted him to the the OSC checking.
when the Letterman's Club is reorganized.
the game. It is impossible to
Oren Land- This was no place for a weak because of the lack of follow- low comfortable and watch the
a
locker
room.
It
took
interview
than
for
an
track
down
he
has proved harder to
reth, referee, ten minutes before heart as the din was terrific and ing.
games. Naturally, therefore, the
March hare. It is practically impossible to get a story from he could clear the floor and stop if you have ever seen a game in ODea should be able to gain interest in the games suffers.
Best advice this corner can give is to get in on some the cheering so the game could be Corvallia you will know what Irevenge
him
to be tried by
from Prep for the de- If this experiment
The Huskies aren't weaker, resumed.
mean.
Prep works then the
ODea
and
form of intra-mural sport.
With Guttero out. Oregon State The fans were crazy with ex- feats they suffered last year. athletic directors of the public
as some people think, because of their two close games with grabbed the lead. They held the citement
and the officials had a With all of their wonder team schools ought to get in line. Long
Idaho. It's merely that the Vandals have one of the best lead until 7 seconds before the end difficult time keeping themoff the graduated Prep has little to known for their shortsightedness,
to
game.
With two minutes
It looks like ODea of the
however, they probably won't and
floor.
teams in their basketball history.
ODea, on
go the Beavers were out in front
offer
for
its
team.
Johnny
year
this
for
a
"monthe "kids" will go on playing unspot
champs
It
was
an
ideal
High
Basketball
to be Catholic
by 5 points. It looked like plenty
hand,
developed
has
7
rethe
other
der
ey"
player
poor conditions, and the sports
and with seconds
Katica has returned to St. Martin's. He should be plenty of margin with the seconds pound- maining, Holbrook
Trojans from a fair squad last year to lover who wants to see the games
for
the
welcome down there. He filled a weak spot that had the ing away.
will go on suffering.
took a pass in mid-floor, pivoted
Over the public address Bystem and let a beautiful left-handed a first rate one this year.
Bader,
who
stars
at
Bernard
plenty
worried.
Rangers
came the annnouncement that the
Led by Frank Domenichi For it has been long ago provdraped the net
badminton, and tennis now turns out to be a bridge expert. students and fans would follow the push shot go that
hoop. and Walt Dinwiddie the Irish
touching
even
the
without
college band through the campus
en that either team is capable
The game ended with OSC on the should have little trouble tamvictory
where
would
anddowntown
of upset in these battles.
Word has just arrived to this observer that the Freshman be celebrated. OSC was that sure short end of the score and loser of ing
However, Sports Editor Bill Berridge
the
Panthers.
to
basketball
the
series.
class
a
Spohomore
challenged
the
of victory.
class has
pecked away at the After the game we dropped in followers of both teams have recorded his impressions of
game. While the Sophomore have not as yet accepted the The Trojans
scoring a basket to congratulate Sam Barry, South- long ago given up calling
margin,
Beaver
the most thrilling sports specchallenge as this paper goes to press, they are expected to and a gift toes to cut the lead to ern California mentor, on winning
win.
a
cinch
to
(Continued on Page 4.)
either team
(Continued on Page 4)
Itwo points. A foul was called on
in the next day or two.
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BASKETBAIX,
The call has gone out for
more intra- mural basketball
players. Many of the players
from various teams who
played last quarter have
either quit school or work
during time selected for the
games. For this reason there
is a lack of players and many
of the team captains are hurriedly looking for able replacements.
If any men students who
didn't partake in basketball
last quarter wouldlike to play
this quarter they are asked
to see this observer, John McGarry or any of the team
captains.
In the first two games
scheduled before this paper
came out the Rover Boys
showed the most potential
power. With Joe Mernck,
Tom Ryan, Larry McDonnell,
Dave Read, Joe English, and
with this scoreless wonder
they present a fast breaking,
tall aggregation that should
prove plenty tough.
The DeHunks, champions of
the first half had to forfeit
their first game.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE

Mon., Jan. 13, DeHunks vs Werewolves,2:oo; Tuea., Jan 14, Rover
Boys vs Sea Dogs, 2:00; Wed., Jan.
15, Rats vs. Otis; Thurs., Jan. 16,
DeHunTcs vs. Sea Dogs; Fri., Jan.
17, Rover Boys vs. Otis; Mon., Jan.
20, Rats vs. Werewolves, 2:00;
Tues., Jan. 21, DeHunks vs. Otis;
Wed. Jan. 22, Rover Boys vs. Werewolves; Thurs., Jan. 23, Rats vs.
Sea Dogs; Fri., Jan. 24, DeHunks
vs. Rover Boys; Mon., Jan. 27, Otis
vs. Sea Dogs; Tues., Jan. 28, Rats
vs. DeHunks; Wed., Jan. 29, Rover Boys vs. Rate; Thurs., Jan. 30,
Werewolves vs. Sea Dogs, 2:00;
Fri., Jan. 31, Werewolves vs. Otis,

2:00.
Consult John McGarry or Tom
Ryan for information concerning
-membership on one of the intramural teams.
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More Tid-Bits

Prepare For
Mothers Activities SilverScroll
Men's Honorary Seniors
Shaughnessy Medal
Aid Building Makes Plans For To PublishBulletin
Faculty Tea

CANDID

(Continued from Page 3.)

OMMENT

Seniors are bepnning to prepare tacles of the year so this colfor the Bishop Shaugnessy Medal umn would like to record the
(Continued)
To begin the social activities of
Today the Seattle College chap- examination, an annual philosophy funniest.
winter
the
Seattle
quarter,
the
ter of Alpha Sigma Nu, National and religion test given each spring.
College Mothers' Club is sponsorFirst wouldbe the time Bud Bowlers see Tom Brennan, skiers
Jesuit honorary, will meet at 12:30 Last year the first medal was
ing a bridge luncheon at the D. A. The Silver Scroll met at Francis in room 7. Plans will be completed given to Joseph LeGrand, gradugot his first hit of the see Joe English. Hikers see Father
Staake
lating
Chem. major.
R. Hall, Thursday, January 23, at McGuire's home, 620 20th North, for the publication of a regular
Bishop
has
Shaughnessy,
S.M.,
12:30.
year in the softball league. It Gaffney.
Monday evening at 8:30. The non- Alumni news bulletin of the fratshown his interest in the College
So after everybody has seen evMrs. Cornelius Foley, and Mrs. active members, namely the girls ernity.
in the past in many ways, and was the last game of the year.
W. J. Brennan are co-chairmen of who have graduated and are mem- The news letter will be edited
erybody
else, everybody should be
was one of the principals in the The funny part came when he
this affair. They are being assist- bers of the Silver Scroll were pres- in co-operation with the alumni of- ground-breaking
happy
v^ry
"spreading a little sunof
the
ceremony
ted by the mothers of the sopho- ent. A few of the old members ficers of the association with the
College building.
jgot pickedoff first base while shine, you know." With all due
more students of the College, and were not present. Those attending purpose in view of more closely new
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Trojans Win
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In Thriller

(Continued from Page 3)

the champioship. He was quite affable and told us that in twentyfive years of coaching he had never
experienced anything as thrillpacked as that game.
Barry said that the Oregon
State spirit was the greatest of
any school on the coast. Which reminds me, the coast title will be
played off in the north this year
and they tell me that the Beavers
look pretty good. Ihope they win
the division crown and if spirit
means anything they will. If you
want to see real college spirit drop
down to Corvallis for the coast
series, providing the Beavers win
the northern title. They really go
all out down there and it's for
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MY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all Occasions
Open Sundays & Evenings
1014 Madison
EL. 5066

"Popcorn"
JOHN SUGA'S
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thousands of men and women who
visit our Chesterfield factories, we
owe the idea of publishing the book,
comprehensive picture story about
the growing, curing and processing
of tobacco, telling you why Chesterfields are MILDER, COOLER-SMOKING and
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from smokers like yourselfwhohave seen "TOBACCOI.AND, U. S. A." Many have asked us to send
copies to their friends. We would take pleasure
m sending you v copy— just mailyour request t<>
I.iiUett & Myers Tobacco Co., 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

12th at East Spring

CA. 9799
Copyright 1941
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